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Local cyclists commuting to
Farmers’ Market every week now
have the option of enjoying a little
peace of mind along with their pro
duce and craft goods.
The San Luis Obispo County
Bicycle Coalition, along with Team
SLO Nexus, a local cycling club, are
offering a free Bike Valet service for
patrons who would like a safe place
to park their bikes while out
stixilling the market. The loTation is
at the intersection of Morro and
Higuera streets.
Since its beginning, the service
has evolved into not only a place
where people can park their bikes
for safekeeping, but also a place
where they can get information
about the local cycling community.
“Bike Valet has generally grown in
popularity, both as a place to park
bicycles, strollers and skateboards
and as a place to ask questions about
preferred bike routes and get the lat-
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Future of Polyratings
in Question
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The popular Web site might be closed
if its chief engineer cannot find a suc
cessor.
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Polyratings.com, a popular Web site on which
C'al Poly students have rated their professors since
I99‘>, might shut down in the near future if its
chief engineer cannot find someone to take his
place, the Mustang Daily has learned.
J. Paul Keed, who has been running the site
since the spring of 2001, said Monday that he no
longer has the time to maintain the site.
“ I’ve actually considered shutting the site down
because it doesn’t have anybody who’s actively
managing it,” Keed said. “But I’m torn, because it
does provide a good service.”
Keed, who graduated from Cal Poly with a
degree in computer science in 2(M)3, worked to
re-write the site in the summer of 2004 with one
of its co-creators, Forrest Lanning.
But Keed, who now works as an engineer for

Mozilla CTirporation, said he has not been in
recent contact with Lanning about the site’s
future because Lanning has been traveling abroad.
Lanning and Doug Dahms co-created
Polyratings over winter break of 1998 before the
site launched Jan. 9, 1999.
“ I’m sort o f unsure what to do with
Polyratings because it doesn’t have an owner right
now.” Keed said. “ I don’t want to make any huge
decisions without talking to (Lanning and
Dahms).”
As of 1 p.m. Tuesday, Polyratings featured
2.3,499 evaluations of 1,282 professors.
Keed said his biggest problem is finding time
to approve the 216 new professors whom users
have submitted via a form on the site.
“Polyratings 2 has been around for three or
four years now,” Keed said. “ It hasn’t really
changed.”
Additionally, Keed said some professors remain
in the professor list who have actually died since
the site was last updated.
“There are some professors in there that have
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Cx)llcgc is a lot of fun with all the activities
and parties, but there are some bumpy times as
well.
Each day, unexpected events and many obsta
cles take place, and sometimes sharing these
experiences with others can help ease the stress.
Oeginning Oct. 5, the Women s C'ommunity
C'enter (WCX') will have a drop-in peer group
Thursday nights from 7 f*.m. to S;30 p.m. at 880
Industrial Way (in the Cioodwill building).
Any subject is welcomed.
There is no commitment to attending the
weekly meeting, all are welcome to attend as
many sessions as they wish. Dona Cobelens will
be leading the group. (Tibelens has experience
in family and marriage counseling, as well as
drug and alcohol counseling.
“We feel very pleased with her confidence
and enthusiasm,” said WCX' board member
Susan Howe, whose members interviewed
C'obelens.
In terms of the programs offered on campus,
the director of Women’s Programs, Devon
Hodgson, said priigrams have been set up for
specific grxiups, but none of them have had
enough people involved to be successful. Some
groups that failed to take off include a women of
color gixrup and another for women who have
had abortions.
"We find with students who are on campus,
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est information on bike
events in the county,”
said Jessica Berry. Bicycle
Programs Coordinator
for
SLO
Kegional m S f '
Kideshare. She ensures
that enough volunteers
■■ 4b
are scheduled each week
to make the service a
success.
The valet parks any
where between 26 and
50 items per Farmers’
COURTESY PHLYR)
Market.
The Bike Valet has gained popularity since it
The very first Bike started in May and about 50 people park
Valet was held in their bikes at the intersection o f Higuera and
February of this year, in Morro streets every week,
conjunction with the
Amgen Tour of California, and was San Luis Obispo and the San Luis
solely Team SLO Nexus’ project. Obispo Downtown Association for a
They then decided to work togeth successful start.
The project is completely funded
er with the SLO County Bicycle
by
volunteers at this point, from
Coalition and run the operation
downtown each week at the donations — such as the one from
Farmers’ Market, beginning on May Kod Hoadley of Peak Kacks, who
4. 2(M)6. This date corresponded donated the bicycle racks for the
with the start of Bike Month. They valet — to bodies; each valet service
also collaborated with the city of
see Valets, page 2

see Polyratings, page 2

M aiy college grads
going home sweet home
Emily G lazer
DAILY NL>RTHWESTERN (NORTHWESTERN
U.)

EVANSTON. III. - Students are
moving back home after college,
and they aren’t embarrassed about
it, opting to forgo accidentally
bleaching their favorite shirt, con
stantly eating cold pizza and fork
ing over rent.
Northwestern
University
alumnus
Peter
Duchan,
Communication ‘05, is currently
living in Manhattan but spent a
year at home in Connecticut,
while commuting to work in
New York.
“When I got home off the train
— even though my family had
already eaten — there was a plate
with a whole meal,” Duchan said.
Experience, Inc., a company
that provides career services to
students and alumni, polled recent
graduates across the nation. In its

2CM)6 survey, the company found
that 58 percent o f college grads
moved home after college and 32
percent stayed home for more
than a year.
These students have been
labeled
the
“ Boomerang
Generation,” because they leave
home for a period of time and
then return. The boomerangers
have become so widespread that
author Elina Furman wrote the
book “Boomerang Nation: How
to Survive Living With Your
F^arents ... The Second Time
Around.”
The number of graduates mov
ing back home remains constant,
but moving back home is becom
ing more socially acceptable, she
said.
“It used to be the ‘boomerang
in the basement,’ but they’re real
ly coming out of the basement, if
see Home, page 2
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Home
continued from page /

you will, and everyone is talking
about it," Furman said.
Some NU students are part of
tins trend.
“I wanted to make sure I’d be
happy (in Manhattan),” Duehan
said. “For me, it was the financial
security that the first year ot not
living m the city provided, and I
wisuld recommend it."
Financial security is one ot the
most popular reasons for moving
back home after graduating.
"Societv IS so expensive. It’s
helpful to save more money by
staving at home and creating a
psvchological secure base.” said
I )r. Wei-|en Huang, assistant
director for community relations
at Counseling and INychological
Services.
lohanna Igel, C-oinmumcation
■()(), said she IS lucky her family
has an apartment in Manhattan.
“Mv friends from Fong Island
and New Jersey all got tiny, bugtilled, nnce-infested apartments m
lirooklyn,” she said. “They’re def
initely living the life of the starv
ing actor, and it’s definitely nice
not to have to do that just yet.
\ke re doing the same things, but
I t iiisi s o happens that I have a
more comhsrtable n>of over my
head "
( urrent seniors said they have
ureadv begun thinking about
hen post-graduate plans.
“After being on my tm n for

four years and then changing to
moderately relying on my par
ents, It might be a little ditTicult,"
said Emily Hörbar, a Medill
senior. Hut extra spending money
and a stocked fridge are added
bonuses she’s looking forward to
as well.
Furman
stressed
that
boomerangers are not the only
people leaning on their parents
for support.
“ Most people I know who did
n’t live at home still had a lot of
financial help from their parents,”
she said. “ It’s not really lair to
stigmatize boomerangers because
they’re not the only ones getting
help.”
Hörbar agreed.
“A lot of people get jobs, and
the job determines where you
have to live, so their parents will
help them,” she said.
Kegardless, it’s important for
college students to remember that
living at home shouldn’t become
permanent, Furman said.
“They always think I’m going
to be out of here in two months,
three months, six months —
they’re always in denial,” Furman
said. “’I’m not living at home. I’m
just passing through for the next
10 years.’”
Huang said he has hope for the
boomerangers.
“College graduates dem on
strated the ability to survive inde
pendently already.” he said. “They
left home once. They can do it
.igain.”

Polyratings
continued from page I

died and they haven’t been cleaned
up.” Reed said. “That’s not opti
mal.”
Reed said that about SO percent
ot the four to six content edit
requests he receives per school
quarter are warranted, but he has
not had the time to fulfill them.
“I don’t think it’s fair to profes
sors to have nobody watching it,"
he said.
I )espite the site being outdated,
student reaction Tuesday to the
possibility of Polyratings being shut
down w'as of surprise and discon
tent.
“ I use the site whenever I’m try
ing to register or crash classes,"
English sophomore Suzi Wakatsuki
said. “Overall it gives a good
overview."
Architecture sophomore David
Hydalek echoed those sentiments.
"It kind of gives you informa
tion about teaching styles. I use it
every quarter.”
Reed has found it difficult to
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Valets

Peer group

continued from page I

requires about six volunteers to run
ertectively every week.
There is a main group of about
ten volunteers who make decisions
for the group, and bring essential
supplies for each week. Peak Racks
also created many of the bike racks
in use around town, such as in front
of Linnea’s, Mountain Air, and the
San L u i s C)bispo (dty/C \)unty
Library.
According to an article in The
Tribune published on Sept. 20 called
“Today’s Focus: Wheels: Hike Valet.”
Adam
Fukushima,
Executive
Director of the SLO t'ounty Hicycle
('oalition. said that the organization’s
ideal goal is to envision San Luis
Obispo C'ounty as a “vibrant com
munity where walking, cycling and
convenient transit make personal
transportation safe, simple and fun.”
Plans are in the works to secure
funding for a part-time coordinator
for the project, but for now the valet
service will go on as it has been. As
interest m the service has gn.»wn,
organizers have decided to extend
the valet service past its original end
date of Oct. 26.
They anticipate that the intlux of
new students will give them the
chance to educate even more people
about cycling in San Luis Obispo
C'ounty.
Anyone interested in volunteer
ing for the Hike Valet at Farmers’
Market can contact Jessica Herry at
jberryf^rideshare.org.

shape the site around the current
student body in recent years
because he is seldom on campus
anymore.
"You see professor rating
engines but they’re nationwide and
a lot of times they’re not very in
tune with the local campus,” Reed
said.“I really think you need some
one who has a local context for
things. T hat’s what I think
Polyratings is lacking most right
now — I haven’t been part of the
campus community for three years
now, so I don’t have a good pulse
on w'hat’s going on.”
Reed said whomever takes over,
possibly a grtiup of students, might
need to spend only a half-hour per
week throughout an entire quarter
approving professors.
However, Reed said a fewnionths training program would be
in order and he would prefer the
person taking over to be either a
freshman or sophomore so they
could continue to work on the site
for at least two years.
“ I would not recommend they
take on this project if they’re work

have already made many changes
to the Women’s O u te r and have
ideas for the upcoming year.
continued from page 1
To get involved or to find out
school is a priority and don’t take
more
about Women’s Programs
time to come to meetings,” said
Aimee Williams, communication offered on campus, visit the
studies major who works with Women’s O u te r in building 6.5,
Room 217. For more information
Hodgson.
about
women’s programs in the
However, Williams is optimistic
about this year because she and community, call the WCX' at 541Hodgson, who came last January, 9313.

ing on senior projects,” Reed said.
The likeliest candidate to take
over w'ould be a computer science
student. Reed speculated, but he
said he would easily take a student
from another major with more
time and interest.
“ If somebody takes it over, I
want it to be reasonable m terms of
content,” he said.
Those interested in the position
are advised to use the “contact us”
link in the upper right corner of
the site.
"I would seriously consider
shutting it down if nobody came
around.” Reed said.

How much does your
academic life depend
on Polyratings?
take the poll a t www.mustan^dally.net
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“ Most o f the
“ N ot anymore. I
“Yes, so I can
“ I do use
“ No, because I
did w hen I was a time I don’t have
Polyratings some d o n ’t know what
see if the
freshman because time to look at all teacher’s good or times because I’ve Polyratings is.”
the teachers.”
I’ve had good
found it helpfulnot.
teachers with bad
before, but I
d o n ’t agree with
ratings.”
the ratings all the
time.

■Dane RasmiLcsai
kitiesiolq^ junior

-Shannon Murphy
biolq^^ soi)homorc

-Scott Sumner
clmnistry sophomore

-Amy Barnes
kinesiolq^ senior

-Tom Piraino
j^mphk coninmnications
smior
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N eed a change?

Attorney
Serving the needs of

Cal Poly & Cuesta
students since 1998

Come soak up a vibrant new culture & be transformed
by the experience. We offer locations in 2S diverse
countries - your biggest decision will be where to go.

FREE initial
consultation!
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OUl & Drug Cases
Misdemeanors & Felonies
Employment Law

Drunk in Public Violations
Personal Injury

544-7693

>www.stulberg.com
jstulberg@stulberg.com
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Thinking about studying abroad?
Attend the Study Abroad Fair

Friday, October 6th, 10:00-2:00 PM Dexter Lawn
To find out about the full range of study abroad
opportunities, visit with a USAC representative at the Fair.
Just look for the USAC table!
3810 Brood St. Suite 3. SLO. C A 93401

(805) 784-9999 |

If you can't make the fair, pick up a USAC catalog at the
International Education & Programs Office
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State briefs
SACRAMENTO (AP) — A national transportation study group
has ranked Sacramento among the top 10 major metropolitan cities in
the U.S. with the worst rtiads.
The study by the nonprofit Road Information Group, released this
week, said the deteriorating condition of roads in the state capital costs
motorists $60S per year in additional vehicle repair bills. Fifty percent
of roads in the Sacramento region are in poor condition, the report
said.
Rough road conditions contribute to accelerated deterioration of
vehicles and tires, increased need for maintenance and greater fuel
consumption, the report said.
Sacramento placed seventh among cities with 5(M),(KM) or more res
idents. San Jose w-as named the city with the nations worst roads,
while Los Angeles, San Francisco-C'akland and San Diego also made
the top 10.
•••
SAN JOSE (AP) ^ California’s attorney general sought felony
indictments Wednesday against foniier Hewlett-Packard Co.
Chairwoman Patricia Dunn and four others involved in the corporate
spying scandal at the computer and printer giant.
Attorney Cieneral Bill Lockyer filed criminal complaints in Santi
Clara County Superior Court naming Dunn, ousted HP chief ethics
officer Kevin Hunsaker, private investigator Ronald DeLia, and out
side investigators Joseph DePante of Melbourne, Fla. and Bryan
Wagner of Littleton, Colo.
They each face four felony charges: use of false or fraudulent pre
tenses to obtain confidential information from a public utility; unau
thorized access to computer data; identity theft; and conspiracy to
commit each of those crimes.
HP CEO Mark Hurd is not among those charged, nor was HP’s
former General Counsel Ann Baskins, who had some oversight of the
company’s investigation of media.
•••
SANTA BARBARA (AP) — Tribal sovereignty trumps the
state’s ability to file campaign-finance enforcement lawsuits, an attor
ney representing a Palm Springs Indian tribe argued Wednesday in
front of the California Supreme Court.
The case pitting the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians against
the Fair Political Practices Commission, the state panel that oversees
campaign financing and spending, questions whether federally recog
nized tribes should be immune from most state intervention, includ
ing lawsuits to enforce state laws.

D N A could lead water sleuths
to septic tanks o f Malibu’s stars
N oaki Schw arz
A ssch lATEi) P r e s s

MALIBU — The mystery: Just
whose waste is befouling the most
celebrity-saturated
stretch
of
California coast?
The suspects: Malibu residents
whose septic tanks might let what
gets flushed down the toilet flow
down the hills and into the Pacific.
The strategy: DNA testing and a
pledge, if need be, to get court war
rants to inspect leaky tanks buried
beneath
the
backyards
of
Hollywood stars.
“This is going to get messy,’’ pre
dicts Mark Pestrella, the Los
Angeles County public works offici.il tasked with the project.
Loyalty to septic system runs
deep in a city that was ii,corporated to stop construction of a sewer
line. Residents who fiercely deny
that their tanks are the source of
ocean bacteria also fiercely guard
their privacy and their right to
flush the estimated 2,400 septic
tanks in a city strung along 25
miles of coast.
After decades o f wrangling,
county officials are promising to
get tough — threats o f hefty fines
by clean water regulators were an
important push.
Over the next few months,
investigators will begin testing sea
water. If DNA tests show waste is
human and not from, say, raccoons
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A new storm drainage pipe is seen in Paradise Cove in Malibu, Calif, on
Friday, Sept. 22, 2006. Malibu's loyalty to its septic system continues to
be the main suspect behind its fetid waters.
or coyote, they’ll follow the trail up
creeks that traverse neighborhoods
in Malibu, where clean water advo
cates such as Pierce Brosnan and
Ted Danson live.
Where the tests show a concen
tration of human waste, inspectors
will sleuth out the source. Though
they won’t request DNA samples
from residents to match waste with
its human source, they say they may
ask a judge for authority to inspect
tanks o f property owners who bar
them from taking samples.
“It is a big deal that the county is
now saying ‘We’re willing to go on
to properties to see what the source
o f fecal contamination is,’’’ said
Mark Gold, executive director of
the local environmental group Heal
the Bay.
Malibu leaders have argued that
pollution comes from a wastewater
treatment plant, storm runoff and
bird droppings. The lack of a sewer
system limits development and pre
serves rustic details amid milliondollar homes. Oak-shaded private
paths that wind through the canyons
and spill onto the beaches have
attracted numerous environmentally
minded celebrities over the years
including Sting and Tom Hanks.
At least one Malibu resident
believes septic tanks aren’t the prob
lem. Actress and animal rights
activist Pamela Anderson said that
the real polluter is animal agricul
ture, such as chicken firms.
“When the results of these tests
come back, I’ll bet that once again
we’ll find that it’s people’s meat
addiction, not their septic tanks, is
causing this pollution,’’ Anderson
wrote in an e-mail through her
publicist. “The best thing any of us
can do to fight pollution is to adopt
a vegetarian diet.’’
Cfininty officials initially will
focus on properties with heavier
commode traffic, such as restaurants
and Barbra Streisand’s old estate.
In 1993, the singer donated her
property to the Santa Monica
Mountains C’onservancy, a state
organization that has held weddings,
conferences and public tours at the
22-acre estate. Conservancy spokes
woman Dash Stolarz said the site
has a sophisticated septic system but
still hasn’t hosted a wedding in two
years and in June temporarily halted

tours.
If county officials locate suspect
systems, they’ll inform the Los
Angeles Water Quality Board. The
board could fine homeowners or
require them to upgrade their sys
tems at an estimated cost o f
$3().()0().
Board president H. David Nahai
said he’s optimistic that residents
will want to comply with the inves
tigation.
“The very cachet o f Malibu and
the high property values they enjoy
are dependent upon a clean ocean,’’
he said.
Some of the areas’ most famous
spots, including legendary Surf'rider
Beach, have repeatedly received
poor grades in Heal the Bay’s annu
al beach report card. Most contami
nation happens during winter when
heavy rains overload storm drain
and sewage systems, washing waste
directly into the sea. Swimming in
such waters can cause gastrointesti
nal, respiratory and other illnesses.
Pollutants in Santa Monica Bay
have been a problem for decades.
The water quality drastically
declined in the 20th century as the
Los Angeles area boomed and
dumped sewage and trash into the
ocean. In 19H5, the director of Los
Angeles C\>unty’s health services
declared septic tanks a health hazard
after 12 miles of coast were closed
for more than two months because
of overflows.
Water quality has improved
through programs mandated by the
edean Water Act and the dogged
efforts of various conservation
groups. A major boost came in
September, when the water board
decided to fine Los Angeles ('ounty
and municipalities surrounding
Santa Monica Bay up to SI0,000 a
day it they don’t meet clean water
standards.
Still, skeptics see the DNA test
ing program, which will cost an
estimated $1 million, as a delay tac
tic that will let the county blame
Malibu.
“It’s time for us to find real solu
tions to our bacteria problems,’’
said Tracy Egoscue, who heads the
Santa Monica Baykeeper,“and stop
chasing ghosts up the watershed.’’
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N ational briefs
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — President Hush on Wednesday
signed a homeland security bill that includes an overhaul of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and $1.2 billion for fenc
ing along the U.S.-Mexico border to stem illegal immigration.
Standing before a mountainous backdrop in Arizona, a state that has
been the center of much debate over secure borders, Hush signed into
law a $35 billion bomeland security spending bill that could bring
hundreds of miles of fencing to the busiest illegal entry point on the
U.S.-Mexican border.
• • •
PH O E N IX (AP) — Leave the gun. Hank robbers have found an
easier way to make off with other people s money: Around the coun
try, thieves have hot-wired forklifts at construction sites, chugged up
to banks and scooped up their ATMs, with all the cash inside.
ATM manufacturers have been working on ways to stop the heists,
and sometimes the money involved is so small it hardly seems worth
the risk, Hut that hasn’t discouraged thieves this summer in such states
as Arizona ( 'alifornia and Georgia.
They have pulled off or attempted such thefts at least 21 times this
year in the Phoenix area alone.
“It’s called the smash-and-dash,’’said Rob Evans, director of indus
try marketing for Dayton, Ohio-based N CR Corp., the world’s
largest maker of automated teller machines. Evans is the company
expert on ATM thefts.
Since the 1990s, thieves have used forklifts 16 steal ATMs in
Indonesia, New Zealand, Scotland, Ireland and Estonia, as well as the
U.S. Four years ago, criminals plowed through the fixint doors of a
movie theater in Lethbridge, Canada, with a forklift, drove into the
lobby, hoisted the btilky machine and carried it to a waiting pickup
truck.
• • •
W ASHINGTON (AP) — House Speaker Dennis Hastert’s
political support showed signs of cracking on Wednesday as
Republicans fled an election-year scandal spawned by steamy com
puter messages fiom former Rep. Mark Foley to teenage male pages.
At the same time, a congressional aide said in an Associated Press
interview he first warned Ha.stert’s aide's more than throe years ago
that Foltz’s behavior toward pages was troublesome. That was long
before GOP leaders acknowledged learning of the problem.
• • •
FO REST HILL, Texas (AP) — Authorities were trying to
negotiate Wednesday evening with a man suspected of shooting and
wounding at least three people in an apparent domestic dispute, then
holing himself up in a home, possibly with a child hostage, officials
and residents said.
Hroadcast footage showed police escorting several children out the
back of a home in this Fort Worth suburb and across open fields.
Several adults were taken to ambulances by the same route.
Tanya Ciilstrap was in stable condition at John Peter Smith Hospital
in Fort Worth, a spokesman said. The extent of her injuries wasn't
immediately available, nor were the conditions of the other two vic
tims.
Police were evacuating home's in the neighborhood, said Terr\(irisham, a spokesman for the Tarrant County Sheriff’s Office.
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Cburt allows Bush administration to continue
warrandess surveillance program during appeal
Dan Sewell
Assoc lA iEi) P r e s s

CINCINNATI — The Hush
administration can continue its war
rantless surveillance program while it
appeals a judge’s ruling that the pro
gram is unconstitutional, a federal
appeals court ruled Wednesday.
The president has said the program
is needed in the war on terrorism;
opponents argue it oversteps constitu
tional boundaries on free speech, pri
vacy and executive powers.
The unanimous ruling from a
three-judge panel of the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals gave little
explanation for the decision. In the
three-paragraph ruling, judges said
that they balanced the likelihood an
appeal would succeed, the potential
damage to both sides and the public
interest.
The Hush administration applaud
ed the decision.
“We are pleased to see that it will
be allowed to continue while the
Court of Appeals examines the trial
court’s decision, with which we
strongly disagree,’’ Deputy White
House press secretary Dana Perino

said in a statement.
The program monitors interna
tional phone calls and e-mails to or
from the United States involving peo
ple the government suspects have ter
rorist links. A secret court has been set
up to grant warrants for such surveil
lance, but the government says it can’t
always wait for a court to take action.
U.S. District Judge .Anna Diggs
Taylor in Detroit ruled Aug. 17 that
the program was unconstitutional
because it violates the rights to free
speech and privacy and the separation
of powers.
The Justice Department had urged
the appeals court to allow it to keep
the program in place while it argues
its appeal, claiming that the nation
faced “potential irreparable harm’’and
would be more vulnerable to a ter
rorist attack. The appeal is likely to
take months.
“This program is both critical to
preventing terrorist attacks and fully
consistent with law,” said Justice
Department
spokesman
Brian
Roehrkasse.
The American Civil Liberties
Union filed a lawsuit in January seek-

ing to stop the program on behalf of
journalists, scholars and lawyers who
say it has made it difficult for them to
do their jobs because they believe
many of their overseas contacts are
likely targets. Many said they had
been forced to take expensive and
time-consuming
overseas
trips
because their contacts wouldn’t speak
openly on the phone or because they
didn’t want to violate their contacts’
confidentiality.
The ACTU contends that the 197H
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,
which set up the secret court to grant
warrants for such surveillance, gave
the government enough tools to
monitor suspected terrorists.
“We are confident that when the
6th Circuit addresses the merits of this
case, it will agree that warrantless
wiretapping of Americans violates the
law and is unconstitutional,” Melissa
Goodman, an ACLU attorney, said in
a news release.
Similar lawsuits challenging the
program have been filed by other
groups, including in New York and
San Francisco. The issue could wind
up before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Stocks soar, lifting Dow to record dose
T im Paradis
ASSOC IA7 E1) I'RESS

NEW YORK — Wall Street bar
reled higher Wednesday, propelling
the Dow Jones industrials to their
second straight record high close as
investors shrugged off lackluster
economic news and grew more
optimistic that the Federal Reserve
will lower interest rates as the
economy cools.
The Dow. the stock market’s best
known indicator, soared 123.19, a
gain of 1.05 percent, to 11,850.53,
according to preliminary calcula
tions. It was only Tuesday that the

30 blue chip stocks finally reached
a new closing high for the first
time in nearly seven years.
The impetus for Wednesday’s big
push higher was a growing feeling
on Wall Street that the Fed might
begin
lowering
rates soon.
Investors appeared to take comfort
from comments by Fed Chairman
Hen Hernanke that the slowing
housing market could be a drag on
the economy, perhaps shaving 1
percent ofT of gross domestic prod
uct growth in the second half this
year and into next year.
Brian Williamson, an equity
trader at The Boston Company

Asset Management, said Wall Street
could also be taking its cues from
economic reports.
“Maybe the market is thinking
that the economic data will put the
Fed on hold,” he said.
The 1)ow’s record-setting day on
Tuesday wiped out records that had
stood since Jan. 14,2004.
Those indexes rose sharply
Wednesday along with the Dow.
The Standard & Poor’s 500 index
was up 16.11, or 1.20 percent, at
1,350.22 and the Nasdaq compos
ite index rose 47.30, or 2.11 per
cent, to 2.290.95.
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International briefs
H A S H T G E R D , Iran (AP) — President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad warned Wednesday tliat sanctions will not stop Iran
from enriching uranium after a European negotiator conceded
“endless hours" i)f talks had made little progress and suggested the
dispute could wind up at the U.N. soon. The talks had been seen
as a last-ditch attempt to avoid a full-blown confrontation
between Iran and the United Nations Security Council after
Tehran ignored an Aug. 31 deadline to suspend enrichment — a
key step toward making nuclear weapons — or face punishment.
• • •
P O R T H A R C O U R T, N igeria (AP) — Security forces bat
tled militants m Nigeria’s oil-rich southern delta Wednesday after
attacks on an oil company convoy and a pumping station, otiicials
said.
An e-mail from the Movement for the Emancipation of the
Niger Delta said nine people were killed in 90 minutes of fight
ing with government forces at the pumping station belonging to
a Royal Dutch Shell PLC subsidiary about 25 miles west of Port
Harcourt.
The group also said it captured two government gunboats in
fighting at the station, which handles about 70,()()() barrels a day.
The army gave no casualty figures and it was not possible to con
firm the militants’ claim.
The group, known as MEND, said it acted defensively after
being attacked by army gunboats and a helicopter gunship.
The militants said they planned more attacks and warned oil
companies to evacuate statT.
“We will commence with a number of strategic attacks on tar
gets of relevance. This will commence with effect from today and
will increase in severity depending on the response from the
Nigerian military,” the e-mail said.
Operators of oil facilities in the region “are advised to evacuate
their staff,” it added.
• • •
R IO DE JA N EIR O , Brazil (AP) — Prosecutors could
charge two American pilots of an e.xecutive jet with manslaughter
following the high-altitude collision with a Brazilian jetliner that
apparently led to a crash that killed all 155 people aboard, federal
police said Wednesday. Police seized the passports of pilots Joseph
Lepore and Jan Paladino, both from New York State.The two were
not arrested, but cannot leave the countrv.
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C leanup to start soon at
casde damaged in war oil spill
Z eina K aram
,\sstH lAHi) PkKss

BY BEOS, Lebanon — Cleanup
is set to begin within days at the
first of three ancient Vlbrld
Heritage sites damaged in the sum
mer’s Hezbollah-israel war — a
crumbling old castle rising from the
Mediterranean whose foundation
stones are now coated with oil
sludge.
Tens of thousands of dollars from
European and other donors will go
toward repairing the damage at the
three sites — first at this ancient
Phoenician port city whose history
stretches back 7,000 years, then to
Roman ruins at Baalbek and
Roman-era frescos in Tyre.
But officials say they also worry
that many other historic sites, such
as old souks, or markets, not listed
by UNESCO as World Heritagesites, also were damaged and are
getting less attention.
In Byblos, once teeming with
fishermen and tourists, the famous
ruins of the crumbling castlefortress, which have provided the
backdrop for dozens of internation
al concerts, are now blackened at
the base with scum from an oil spill.
The oil spilled after Israeli air
strikes hit fuel storage tanks on
Lebanon’s coast in mid-July, during

the war against Hezbollah.
“The stones of the two ancient
towers at the port’s entrance, and all
the archaeological ruins, are very
stained. The site is in immediate
danger,” said Mounir Bouchenaki,
who headed a UNESCO team that
traveled to Lebanon to inspect the
sites after the Aug. 14 cease-fire.
The cost of the cleanup could be
around $1()0,()()0, and the work is
e.xpected to start within days after
money arrives and coordination
with Lebanese officials is complet
ed, he said.
Byblos, one of the oldest inhabit
ed cities in the world, has been
linked to the legends and history of
the Mediterranean region for thou
sands of years and is directly associ
ated with the history and diffusion
of the Phoenician alphabet.
The English word Bible is
believed to be derived from Byblos,
meaning “the papyrus,” or “the
book.”
The charming harbor town is a
major tourist site where interna
tional summer festivals are held
every summer.
The site must be cleaned before
winter to prevent permanent dam
age, said Bouchenaki, who also is
director-general
of
the
International Center for the Study
of the Preservation and Restoration
of Cultural Property.
Other challenges await.
1)own the southern coast at Tyre,
valuable frescoes in a Roman-era
tomb were shaken to the ground.
And inland, a block of stone at the
Roman ruins of Baalbek was top
pled. In addition, already existing
cracks in the temples of Jupiter and
Bacchus at Baalbek m.iy have
widened because of vibrations from
bombings in the area, says the
UNESCO team and Lebanese offi
cials.
Lebanon, a Mediterranean coun
try of 4 million people, has five
UNESCO World Heritage sites:
Baalbek.Tyre and Byblos, plus Anjar
and the Holy Valley of Qadisha and
the Forest of the Cedars of (»od in
northern Lebanon.

The country’s archaeological
treasures have already been dam
aged by earthquakes and wars —
some o f them looted during
Lebanon’s 1975-90 civil war.
The sites were spared any direct
hits in the war between Israel and
Hezbollah, but those at Byblos,
Baalbek and Tyre are in urgent need
of repairs, according to Lebanese
officials and the UNESCO team.
Across the country, dozens of
other old traditional buildings, hill
top castles and anciei t bridges were
damaged.
“We are still taking stock of our
losses,” said Omar Halablab, director
general o f Lebanon’s Culture
Ministry.
Bouchenaki agreed that more
serious damage was done to other,
non-listed historic structures, old
souks and buildings all over the
country, particularly in south
Lebanese villages near the border
with Israel.
“We think that another mission
is necessary to study the impact of
the bombings on the sites which are
not listed as World Heritage sites,
but are equally important,” he said.
Bouchenaki said further research
using sophisticated photographic
measurement technology would be
needed to determine the extent of
damage to Baalbek’s colossal struc
tures. The temple is located just few
hundred yards from the center of
Baalbek, a Hezbollah stronghold
that was repeatedly targeted by
Israeli bombing.
Frederique Husseini, director
general of Lebanon’s antiquities
department, said other sites, such as
the old souk in Baalbek and IHthand 19th-century buildings in east
ern and southern Lelianon were
devastated in heavy combat and
Isombing.
He said Lebanon had requested
S550,00() in aid from European
donors to restore part of the souk in
Baalbek and $900,000 for the
restoration of buildings and old cas
tles that were damaged.
“We are still waiting for the
money,” he said.

String o f bombs in
Baghdad shopping
district kills 9
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
series of bombs went off in rapid
succession m a shopping district in
a main Cdiristian neighborhood of
Baghdad on Wednesday, killing
nine people and wounding 71,
police said.
Cither attacks around Iraq killed
four other people, and the U.S.
military announced the death o f a
soldier in the north.
A car bomb and two roadside
bombs blew up within 10 minutes
just before noop in a shopping dis
trict
o f the
predominantly

C'hristian ('am p Sara neighbor
hood, 1st Lt. Ali Abbas said.
The wounded including shop
pers and 15 policemen. The blasts
destroyed cars and collapsed part of
a nearby building, he said.
In an earlier attack in the area,
two policemen were killed and two
others injured when their car was
hit by a roadside bomb, Abbas said.
Meanwhile in Baqouba, 35 miles
northeast o f Baghdad, gunmen
attacked a police patrol, killing two
officers and injuring five people,
Diyala province police said.
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Prank U . guideline k>r dorm room delinquencies
Tyler Wise

wrath from a variety of gimmicks
and gags.
However, boasting about your
When you stepped out of your record of mischief is only as good as
front door this morning and went to the clever and ingenious pranks you
class only to discover that the reason pull. So the question that begs to be
everyone was tnuHling snickers while answered is whether or not the con
pointing fingers in your direction was tents of this handbook themselves—
because your rooniniate had crudely the pranks—are enough to consider
drawn a giant phallic on your fore “Prank University” as the bible of all
head, inimediate and bittersweet things dastardly and devious?
revenge became your No. 1 modus
O f the one hundred pranks listed
operandi.
within “Prank University” there are
Oh, yes. Your roommate is doomed definitely some genius shenanigans
to feel the same shock and embarrass that will certainly earn you high
ment you felt as you walked around marks as a master of mischief.
campus advertising a woody on your 1)evious deeds such as “wasabi in the
dome-piece. But you need a game toothpaste,” “rain mache,” and the
plan.
“gay porn screensaver” are a few
What you need is to devise a prank surefire ways to make your victim a
so killer and so deviously epic that hater for life.
your roommate will never recover
The “frying fish in the motor”
from the wounds of shame and your prank, where one deposits a raw fish
peers will tout your antics like they under the hood ensuring that the
were the stuff of legends.
motor will eventually fiy the carcass
However, if you’re short on cre and make your victim’s vehicle smell
ative juices, and in dire need of devil worse than a sardine packing plant, is
ish inspiration for the prank of all definitely tops.
pranks, who can you turn to?
But where “Prank University” falls
Well, we here at the Mustang Daily well short of ingenuity lies in the
recently received a nifty little guide majority of the content that
book that could just be an inspiring describes all too many typical college
piece of literature for your lack of mischief staples that won’t earn anyprankster talent. Its called ‘ Prank one high marks for being a brilliant
University,” and right off the bat, it rascal.
claims to be the ultimate guide to
Juvenile escapades such as putting
college’s greatest tradition:” the prank, your sleeping roommate’s hand in a
Written by John Austin, a college warm bowl of water, ding-dong door
graduate and self-procbimed prank ditching, or unplugging a computer
aficionado, “Prank University just mouse aren’t going to bring you any
might be the perfect aid for discover notoriety— except for being an
ing that one genuinely hilarious or annoying prick.
disgusting prank to enrage the hell
And at times, content such as the
out your roommate, friends, or if “plastic forks in the lawn” escapade
you’re a real jackass, any innocent per (where one takes a shit-load of forks
son your devious heart desires.
and stabs them into someone’s lawn to
“Why show compassion to your
make
an
roommates
army
of
when
you
erect uten
can terrorize
sils) or the
them to the
“ popcorn
point
of
avalanche”
insanity,”
gag (tape a
Austin writes.
garbage bag
And with
to victim’s
over
one
d o o r ,
hundred dif
microwave
ferent pranks
a shit-load
documented,
of perfectly
one
could
good but
possibly
tered pop
string enough
corn and
together to
w astefully
infuriate an
dump
it
entire dormi
into
the
tory.
crevice
Immediate
between
kudos goes to
the bag and
the layout of
door) make
the book that
the effort
COUinTSY PHOTO
makes
it “Cnsdfizioii,” prank No. 5 in “ Prank
worse than
quite easy for Unhmaity,” inaohres dnet-taping onto the
the spoils—
anyone
to wall the first un-locky person to pass out.
the juice
u n d e rstan d
just
isn’t
how
the
worth the
pranks should be choreographed. squeeze.
Equal parts pictures and description—
In addition, the complete absence
even a complete boneheàd could of some truly insidious pranks, such as
undersund the simplistic instructions leaning a trash can full of farm animal
laid out for' any devious deed (“Fill a crap on the door of the peer you truly
bag with poop, put it on someone’s detest, or the ever-noxious delight of
porch, then l i ^ t it, ring the doorbell, the “chicken/milk bomb” (trust me,
then run bke heD.”)
you want to know) are nowhere to be
The book aho includes a checklist found.
at the top o f each page for “successful
Let’s just say that if you are truly a
attempts" o f every prank and a couple bonehead looking for cheap redemp
of Uank pages at the end entitled the tion, then there is quite enough of it
“Prank Jbumal” so that one could in “Prank University.” But, not to
boast a tally sheet and documentation knock it completely off base, the
of victims who have suffered the
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COURTtSY PHOTO

“Raining Money,” piank No. 98 in “Prank University,” involves taking approximately 400 pennies and
spreading them on the top o f fan blades. Your unsuspecting victim will be pelted hard with pennies.
author of“Prank University” seems to
understand that some of these pranks,
done individually, are no more than
cheap, silly antics. So rather, it is
encouraged throughout the book to

combine pranks to make awesomely
devious concoctions.
So if you need to settle the score in
a bad way with your roommate,
friend, or just some jerk in general,

“Prank University” though ceruinly
not a “prank bible,” has enough con
tent to give anyone enough inspiration to make a rampant cocktail of
dorm room delinquency.
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‘T he Illusionist’ mystifies w ith stellar cast, cinem atography
Christina Casi
MUSTANC; DAILY

As children, we all believe that
miracles can happen and that a
simple man can pull a rabbit out of
a hat. When we grow up, we begin
to doubt all of it, except when it is
stirred up in us once again. “The
illusionist” is the sort of movie that
brings back the desire to believe in
our childhood fantasies.
Not only does the movie give
the audience hope in magic, it
takes the whole theater to a differ
ent world that we have only heard
about in history books.
Set in Vienna at the turn of the
century, the costumes, characters
and cinematography literally bring
every person into the era with
them.
Edward Norton plays Eisenheim
the Illusionist, a magician who
only wants to solve the one mys
tery he can’t —love. N orton gives
the character so much life that by
the time the movie is over, you are
convinced he should be walking
out o f the theater next to you.
Unlike Norton, Jessica Biel has
not stunned us in her past movies

like “Stealth” and
rupt and wants to
rule the country
“Blade: Trinity.”
more than anything,
However, her per
he has a heart for
formance in “The
Illusionist”
as
Sophie - or so we
think. His final
Sophie
was
beyoncf expecta-speech at the end
tion. Stuck in a
brings the audience
relationship
she
to realize that in his
mind, he was being
does not want' to
compassionate,
be in and in love
with a person
which completely
changes our view of
from her past, Biel
him.
makes us sympa
thize with the
Director
and
COURTESY PHOTO
character. Though
writer Neil Burger
we in no way can Edward Norton (Eisenheim), and Jessica Biel (Sophie), give
adapted ‘ a short
stunning
performances
in
“The
Illusionist,”
(played
hy
Norton)
try to understand
story by Steven
which opened seventh last weekend at the box office.
high-class tradi
Millhauser
into
tion in that time,
“The
Illusionist.”
the film you can see his frustration
Sophie’s underlying dilemma is with wanting to do what is expect Eisenheim falls in love with Sophie
very familiar to us.
ed of him and what he knows is who is in a higher class than he is
The other cast members played right. Giamatti gives the character and must deal with the conse
quences that go along with this.
their parts just as well. Paul substance unlike anyone before.
Giamatti separates from his selfWhen it comes to villains, view However, the chief inspector and
loathing character in “Sideways” ers want confused, dark and hope the crowned prince are trying to
and gives us the performance we ful characters instead of inherently shut his show down at the same
have been waiting for. He plays the demoralizing and evil ones. Rufus time.
chief inspector that has a loyalty to Sewell plays the former perfectly in
While this movie is seriously
the king, but can’t seem to leave his “The Illusionist” as the crosvned unrealistic, it is highly entertaining.
humble roots behind. Throughout prince. Though he is seriously cor The cinematography is phenome
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nal. The use of close ups and pan
ning add to the mystery of the
story. Soft lighting and airy music
bring the audience into the legend
and drag them all the way to the
end.
Not only is the cinematography
great, but the setting is fantastic as
well. The buildings look exactly as
you would imagine for the era. The
prestigious ones have a sense of
grandeur about them while the
smaller ones just show an impover
ished effort. The distance between
the wealthy and the poor is obvi
ous.
All in all, the movie is worthy of
your $8 to $9. The twist at the end
is enough to go see the movie at all
and the acting is outstanding.
So, with your Poly Card in hand,
go get your student ticket and pre
pare to go back in time to Vienna
and make a couple new friends
called Sophie and Eisenheim.
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The yet-to-be-named refreshing drink
Nicole Small
MUSTANC ; DAILY

MO

“ I’d like a Stella,
please,” is my common
line to a bartender (1^
the way for those
younger readers it’s a
type o f beer, Stella
Atoris).
However, I" have not
attended a pint night
here in town. I really
don’t know why, I just
haven’t had the chance to take
advantage o f those $I beers.
This is surprifting to me because
I’m a beer girl. Call m e crazy but
the first beer I got hooked on was
Guinness. And I wondered why I
could no longer fit into my skinny
jeans after a few months of drink
ing right after I turned 21 (which
was this past January).
However, when I’m Itjoking for
something out of the ordinary I go
to a bar my good friend told me
about. This place is known for
serving up the freshest drink con
coctions in SLO.
Really, any drink ordered here is
delicious.
I can’t put it better than how my
friend describes our experience at
this bar every time, “You can’t not
feel good after going to Cafe
Roma.”
The bartender at this place
works most nights and he’s the one
responsible for my addiction to
strawberry lemon drops. He crafts
each drink, gathering fresh

fantastic.
Another friend came
DMWBtUCEME
and joined us a half hour
A123 4 S6 7
later and before she knew
N ic o la
it a strawberry lemon
u n i or
Jou
drop sat before her.
We all finished our
drinks, looked at our
glasses and glanced at one
another wishing there was
time for more, but it was
late and none o f us have
that kind of money.
My best friend and I
oranges, lemons, limes, grapefruit,
said
good-bye
to our friend and we
strawberries and other fruit. Like a
medicine doctor, he extracts the drove home.
Since we both felt good still, we
juices, but a few bits survive to
turned
on Dane C ook’s Vicious
later be enjoyed at the bottom of
the drink. He adds liquor, gives it a Circle comedy act and had our
few martini shakes and the best selves a great laugh.
Needless to say my Tuesday
drink in town is made. He knows
night
was amazing. Sure, I didn’t
the ingredients to each drink he
invents, but struggles with naming take advantage of $1 beers, but I
consumed half the calories I nor
them.
I sipped my drink and smiled; mally would have on one amaz
my yet-to-be-nam ed alcoholic ingly yummy drink, chatted it up
beverage contained fresh squeezed with some good friends and after a
lemon, lime, pomegranate and good, hard laugh 1 slept like a baby
some rum. The taste was not sweet the whole night through.

V E L V tT R O P E

or even overly citrusy, it was
refreshing.
My best friend and I were the
only two in the bar. The bartender
was nice enough to make drinks
even though we came in just
before closing.
I’m only able to make this out
ing a couple times a month; it’s a
little bit more expensive than a
pint night extravaganza, but well
worth it. The atmosphere is mellow
and the lighting makes me look

m o
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Sim ple w alk to school a reality ‘C zech in Prague
take one step off the
curb onto the cobble
stone street and my
journey has begun, down the
hill, past the castle on my left,
past the couple sipping pints
of (iambrinus patio-side on
my right — never mind that
it’s only 10 a.m. — this is the
C'zech Republic. This is the
country that consumes the N A M E :
most beer per capita than any
Kaitlin Chandler
other. And 10 a.m. is a fine
tune to start drinking.
MAJOR:
I walk towards town, my
Social sciences
classroom in mind as my final
destination, although I know
1 will soon he distracted by COUNTRY:
the warm apple strudel pas
Praone,
tries that sit patiently in glass
Czech Republic
cases for all who walk by to
eye.
N ext Thursday:
As I continue my journey
Ronny Beer
to class with one of these
delicious pastries in hand, 1
checks in from
find myself approaching the
Barcelona, Spain
man playing the violin near
the café. His soft eyes and
weathered skm create a sense
frequented Sunny, the bar next to
of curiosity in me to know what our dorm, before making our way
his story is, what has he seen and to the typically popular Czech
endured while this country was ’80s club that features Madonna,
under communist rule; I know he U2, Duran Duran and Banana
has a lot to tell.
Rama; fun times.
Now I embrace the lookout
By now I’m descending upon
point where I take in the whole the river, and I pass outdoor café
view of the city. It’s bustling with after outdoor café. 1 turn a corner
people. I am only a quarter of the and find a great old statue, then
way through my journey, but another; the next street reveals a
because of the view and the sun cathedral that stretches and reach
on my back I don’t mind. I con es up to the sun. I walk through a
tinue down many steps, OK, I’m a park and begin to cross the bridge
bit tired and hung-over from a as my school building comes into
ridiculously crazy night at the view. I can’t believe it. Do I really
clubs and bars that lasted until five attend class in this magnificent
this morning, but that’s alright. building? It seems unreal.
I’m 20 years old, I can always sleep
I pass vendors selling cute ear
later. Last night my friends and I rings and beautiful paintings and I

I

(d^¿¿ re R fiE L L

K aitlin C handler show n

find them hard to pass up. I have
to restrain myself because I just
spent a lot o f my money this
month on plane tickets to
Amsterdam,
Florence,
and
Barcelona. My 12-day break is
soon approaching and with all
these destinations in close proxim
ity 1 absolutely must find my way
to them.
I reach my school building with
time to spare so I head to the cafe
teria where I can quench my thirst
with a pilsner for seventeen
crowns, which is about 75 cents
for a half liter! I am very spoiled
by how cheap Prague is.
I reconvene with some friends
in the cafeteria and we discuss and
reminisce the many stories from

in
Oktoberfest
München, which we
arrived back from just
the other day. We all
agree it was the craziest
24 hours of our lives.
From standing on tables
cheers-ing liter after
liter of German beer
with random foreign
ers, to sleeping for an
hour total on the metro
station floor, to acci
dentally leaving one of
our drunken friends in
Germany ... it was an
outrageous adventure.
My watch beeps 1 1
a.m. and it’s time to
climb the stairs to my
classroom. 1 realize my
muscles are sore from
soccer practice with the
women’s Slavia team.
On that note, I must say
these practices can be
far rig h t
quite
interesting
because the coach only
speaks Czech.
Well, I have made it through the
long enjoyable trek to my photog
raphy class, which has now begun.
I stare out the window at the pic
ture perfect view of the castle, its
surrounding beautiful buildings
and the river below. What’s next,
you ask? Well, after class 1 plan to
make my way to the relaxing beer
gardens, where I can lay in the
sunny park with friends among
the flowers and trees, and gaze out
at the view o f Praha. O r I’ll possi
bly venture to Old Town Square
where I will sit with my latte in
awe of my present surroundings
and people watch. Either way, the
journey goes on, and life here
remains simply amazing.

m.
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STAFF COMMENTARY

Skateboard ban on campus irrational
othing shakes niy foun
dations more than having
someone give me a lec
ture about why skateboarding is so
awful. And if you’ve been caught on
campus for skateboarding by the
University Police Department or
simply confronted by an angry
pedestrian, you’ve probably received
the same lecture, but is skateboard
ing really so bad?
It certainly frustrates the hell out
of me how many people, especially
administrators, could not appreciate
how healthy and environmentally
friendly the activity truly is.
Those who oppose the use of
skateboards on campus seem to dis
regard the fact that at its core, the
activity is no more than an alterna
tive mode of transportation.
And with the hilly terrain that San
Luis Obispo has to offer, having to
pump over an endless sea of peaks
and valleys to get to and from cam
pus is enough to make anyone feel
like they just ran a marathon.
However, health and environmen
tal benefits aside, the CSU system
refuses to legalize skateboarding on
campus and instead argues that the
activity is no more than a physically

N

harmful and destructive activity.
age-related expenses?’’
and thus provide an opportunity for
As much as I’d like to shrug this
Well, I’ll go ahead and throw the some young buck to get rich while
argument off, the CSU administra damage-related expenses argument squeezing the system because he
tion has a legitimate point: out the window because 1 can almost got a boo-boo while skateboarding
Skateboards, when used to
guarantee you that a lot of those on campus.
benches, handrails or jump
Once again, a legitimate argu
scrapes and gashes you might see on
ment, however the one
stairs, can cause consider
___
thing,
hell, the most impor
able damages to those sur
tant and key fact that
faces, and they have the
administration and the
potential to cause severe
Those who oppose the use o f
police neglect to tell you
bodily harm to the rider
when you pine about the
skateboards on campus seem to
or pedestrians.
skateboarding
ban is this:
Yet is this argument
disr^ard
the
feet
that
at
its
them bicycles ain’t covered
truly a strong enough
either.
rationale to completely
core, die activity is no more
Yes sir. The most popu
ban skateboarding from
larly
promoted alternative
than an alternative mode o f
all CSUs?
mode of transportation, the
Before skateboarding
transportation.
bicycle,
is not covered by
was banned on campus.
any type of CSU insurance
Cal Poly was supposedly
plan.
paying anywhere from
Thus, since it is apparent
$20,(H)0 to $25,(K)() a year in dam benches and handrails also come
to myself that the same rationale
ages, according to University Police from bicycles. Believe it or not, even
used against skateboarding can be
Chief of Police Bill Wiitton. And cycling has evolved like skateboard made for cycling, then where is the
since the ban begin enforcement ing so that one can learn how to issue? Why should skateboarding be
almost two decades ago, Wiitton said jump up on those ledges and singled out if cycling is inherently
the cost of skateboarding-related handrails and “grind” too.
just as dangerous or damaging?
damages has dropped considerably
What C'al Boly and the rest of the
Aside from the property damage
($1,(K)() to $2,0()() a year). Possible gripe, campus officials and haters CSUs need to understand is this: not
administrative rationale: “Why legal alike would also argue that skate- every skateboarder who cruises onto
ize skateboarding when by making it board-related injuries are not cov campus is going to do the “carcass
illegal, we’ve almost eliminated dam ered by any type of insurance policy toss” down a set of stairs and break a

leg or harm a passer-by. For many of
us, we just prefer to ride a skateboard
instead of driving a car or using a
bicycle. It’s portable, lightweight,
and a much cheaper alternative than
even a bicycle.
And though there will be quite a
few students who will continue to
shred the benches and handrails on
campus for thrills, the ruckus of a
minority o f skateboarders should
not be a legitimate reason to keep
the activity banned entirely.
If we applied the same rationale
for banning skateboards on campus
to other forms of transportation,
then we might as well ban driving
because of the risk of speeding,
drunk driving and fatal accidents, or
hell, why not ban walking for fear
of falling?
If the CSU system would only
cast away the fear of litigation or
property damage, which are just as
problematic for cycling and any
other mode of transportation, then
maybe they would understand why
skateboarding is a beneficial form of
transportation.
lyler IMse is a jourualism senior and
Mustanii D aily staff writer.
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Foleys folly higjiliglits failures o f Republican party
Brian M urphy
T mf Lantlrn (O hio S i ail U.)

f you previously had any
thoughts or theories about the
Kepublican Barry’s “monopoly
on inoralitN',” you can leave those
behind. Last week, Kep. Congressman
Mark Foley of Floruit’s Ibth House
District resigned. His resignation
came after he had been questioned
about sexually-explicit instant mes
sages he had sent to a 16-year-old
congressional page in 2(Kl3, which
made refemnees to sexual acts.
Despite their strong sunce against
child pornography and sex oftenders.
it now seems that much of the House
Kepublican leadership knew about
the nievsages.
The congressional career of Mark
Fole\-, to say the least, was definitely
incompatible with his private life. In
Cxingress, he was one of the leaders of
the opposition to child pornography
and sexual oftenders. Fole\’ was the
chairman of the
Flouse of
Kepresentatives' C'aucus On Missing
and Exploited Children.
According to Wikipedia. House
Bill 3132 cosponsoR'd by Foley and
Congressman Bud O am er of
Alabama, was created "in order to
increase and tighten tracking of sex
oftenders and pmvide standards for
notitying the public about these
pR'dators."
This begs several questions. Was his
opptssition to sexual oftenders a way
to ctimpensate for the tact that he was
one himselt? How did Foley sleep at
night, given the utter hypocrisy of his
record versus his personal life? 1)id he
realize the same laws he helped to
enact would be the ones that he
would face? Did he expect to get
away with it? 1)id he think about the
consequences this would have for the
Republican Baity? Although the first

I

four are matters for debate, the answer
to the fifth question is a definite “no,”
Republicans will be affected in two
ways: short-term and long-term.
The short-term effects will deal
with the upcoming election. If it did
not look like the Republicans would
lose the House of RepR*sentatives
before, it looks to be that way now.
The New York Timt*s Reported that
the Republicans knew about the
online exchange, but kept it secR*t.
They even allowed Foley to R'lnain
the head of his
Missing
and
E x p l o i t e d

i 1d r e n ’ s
C a u c u s .
AppaRMitly, they’

Fipted to think
about
politics
rather
than
America’s chil
dren. This will
reinforce
the

extensive (iOB-waged culture war,
the Republicans will finally have to
reap what they have sown. That is,
they will become victims of their own
rhetoric. Since Republicans knew
about a child molester in their ranks
and did not say anything, they have
lost all credibility on that issue.
BefoR", such as the 21K)4 campaign,
when Democrats mentioned morali
ty, it was almost always in the context
of the g o b ’s shortcomings. Indeed, it
is immoral that so many Americans

are unemployed and it is alscs immoral
that millions of Americans Kick health
care. It is strikingly immoral, however,
that 1)eniocrats get lectured about
laniily and traditional values while
Mark Foley sends sexually-explicit
instant messages to a 16 year old. It is
also strikingly immoral that Mark
Foley went unpunished for three
years because his fellow “tamily-values” oriented Republicans R'fused to
do the right thing and tell the truth
about the incident.

So what have we learned frtmi
this scandal? 1 hope we will finally
realize the Republicans camun
claim to be noble defenders of fam
ily values and moral behavior. After
all, if they were such selfless knights
of moral rectitude, they would not
have allowed this to go unpunished
within their own party.
This is the CiOB’s scandal, and it
is the GC^B who will and rightfully
should
face the
music
in
November.
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Pendleton M arine pleads not guilty to murder, kidnapping o f Iraqi
Thomas Watkins
Ass(h lATtn P rkss

C:AMP PENDLETON, Calif. —
A Marine pleaded not guilty
Wednesday to murder and kidnap
ping charges stemming from the
death of a civilian man in rural Iraq.
Pfc. John j. Jodka III is one of
seven Marines and a Navy corpsman
charged with kidnapping and mur
dering 52-year-old Hashim Ibrahim
Awad last April in the town of
1lamdania.
He was the first of the eight to be
arraigned. The arraignment tor C'pl.
Marshall L. Magincalda was set for
later Wednesday and a third Marine
is expected to be arraigned next
week. Preliminary hearings for the
other troops are expected in coming
weeks.
At his arraignment, Jodka spoke
little, simply confirming his identity
and entering his plea. Through his
attorney, Joseph Casas, he said he
w'anted to be tried by a jury of
Marines, rather than by a judge
alone.
Jodka wore a short-sleeved khaki
service uniform which was decorat
ed with several medal ribbons. He
to('k notes throughout the proceed
ings.

Judge ("ol. Steven Folsom said he
was concerned with the amount of
information that had been dissemi
nated by both civilian defense
lawyers and Camp Pendleton on its
Web site about Jodkas case. He
issued a temporary order prohibiting
both the government and the
defense from discussing details of the
case with the news media.
“There is a real possibility we
could have (jury) members from the
local Camp Pendleton area,” Folsom
said. “And 1 was concerned w'ith
pretrial exposure to those mem
bers.”
Folsom also issued an order pro
hibiting potential jury members
from talking to the press about the
case. He ruled that a closed-circuit
television feed from court proceed
ings should remain switched on.
Marine prosecutor Lt. Col. John
Baker said he was concerned the
order would make it too hard for the
public to get information on the
case.
“The process seems to be overly
mechanical, is not flexible and will
delay information getting out,”
Baker said.
Folsom said the order was not
perfect and would be reviewed at a
motions hearing Oct. 25. The gag

Not Vour Mother's Party Store!

P a rty

order does not
cover the other
seven troops —
yet.
Both
Jodka
and Magincalda
also are charged
with conspiracy
and housebreak
ing. Jodka also
faces an assault
charge
and
Magincalda
is
additionally

charged with lar
ceny and making
a false official
statement.
All
eight troops have
been in the brig
since May. Jodka
pleaded
not
guilty
to
all
counts.
Jodka, 20, and
CHRIS PARK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Magincalda, 23, Cpl. Marshall L. Magincalda, left, is escorted to his arraignment alongside his civilian
face up to life in
counsel Joseph Low, center, Wednesday, Oct. 4, 2006, in Camp Pendleton, Calif.
prison if convicted. The commanding general in the Awad. This is because they are liable placing them in the hole with
Awad’s body, apparently to make it
case last week ruled that the two and as accomplices, attorneys say.
look
like he was an insurgent plant
Charging
documents
do
not
spell
a third Marine, Lance Cpl. Jerry E.
Shumate, should not face the death out a possible motive, but say the ing a bomb. The Navy corpsman is
penalty. Decisions on whether the group went looking for a known accused of firing the AK-47 in the
other five troops should stand trial terrorist. When they couldn’t find air and Magincalda of placing the
— and if they will face the death one, the documents say, they entered expended shell casings by Awad’s
penalty — will come after their pre Awad’s home and took him against body.
Since the start of the Iraq war in
his will.
liminary hearings.
2003,
at least 14 members of the
Jodka
is
accused
of
firing
his
MAccording to prosecutors, some of
the troops kidnapped Awad on April 249 squad automatic weapon at U.S. military have been convicted in
26, bound his feet, dragged him from Awad, along with four other troops connection with the deaths of Iraqis.
Two received sentences of up to life
his home and shot him to death in a alleged to have opened fire.
Some of the troops — including in prison, while most others were
roadside hole. All have been charged
with murder and kidnapping even Magincalda, according to charge given little or no jail time.
Jodka’s trial date was set for
though charging documents show sheets — are accused of stealing an
some of the men did not fire on AK-47 assault rifle and a shovel and March 5, 2007.
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U .S. M arines batde persistent rum or
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HADITHA, Iraq — Word spread
quickly: A Marine search dog had
escaped and was roaming the streets
attacking children. But the Marines
didn't have any dogs in Haditha at
the time.
Nevertheless, Marines found
themselves having to quash yet
another of the baseless rumors that
often sweep this city of about 50,(KM)
people, most of them Sunni Arabs
wary of U.S. intentions in Iraq.
Kuniors — most of them malign
ing U.S. troops — are a staple of life
in the embattled, isolated cities of
Anbar pnivince, a region that is a

center of the Sunni Arab-led insur
gency and where telephones don't
work and newspapers rarely appear.
Many residents are afraid to visit
other parts o f the countn,- such as
Baghdad. 140 miles to the southeast,
for fear they'll run afoul of Shiite
death squads.
In their isolation, most people rely
on Arab television networks such as
Al-Jazeera for news of the outside
world. For local news, the main
medium is word of mouth.
No one is sure how the dog
rumor started but soon terrified
people were complaining to tribal
leaders about a violent animal on the
loose. The director of the city hospi

tal even told reporters that seven
children had been bitten.
The Americans must be to blame,
many people concluded.
“We heard this fnim the people
about dogs roaming the street, the
market, that have bitten 20 people.”
one tribal leader was overheard
complaining to a Marine officer.
“Well, they’re not our dogs. We'd
know if they were ours,” replied
Capt. Andy Lynch of C'hicago, a
company commander in the 3rd
Battalion, 3rd Marine Keginient.
That didn’t satisfy the sheik, who
insisted: “Our dogs don't bite.”
Lynch told him the Marines did
n't have any search dogs in Haditha.
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Government report textbook prices outpace inflation
David L inhardt
U n iv e r s it y D a il y K a n san (U . K a n s a s )

LAWRENCE, Kan. — Textbook
prices have increased at twice the
national rate of inflation over the
last 10 years, according to a study
released at the end of the summer
by the Government Accountability
Office.
Prices overall have inflated at an
average rate of 3 percent each year
since 1987, but textbook prices
jumped at least 6 percent in the
same time frame.
The study, “College Textbooks:
Enhanced Offerings Appear to
Drive Recent Price Increases,” stat
ed that students at a four-year uni
versity would spend more than 26
percent of their money on books
and supplies this year.
Rep. David Wu (D-Ore.) com
missioned the study with several
other Representatives earlier this
year because it was the top con
stituent complaint about educa

tion. The textbook industry is a
“classic broken market,” Wu said in
a press release.
“Every year that the cost of text
books doubles compared to the
overall average
o f prices
is
another
year
students experi
ence an even
greater barrier
to a college
degree,” Wu said
in the state
ment.
The
study
found
that
freshmen
in
2003-04 paid an
average of $898 per year for text
books. That means students pay
more than $28 per week for books
— and some books may only be
used a few times during the semes
ter.
Linsie Eriksen, Aurora, Colo.,
junior, said she spent about $500

this semester for her books, which
is more than the national average.
Eriksen is majoring in English and
many of her classes require multi
ple books.

said. “Books don’t cost that much
to make, so they shouldn’t cost that
much to buy.”
New college textbooks can be
marked up 23 percent or more
before a student
purchases them.
Used textbooks,
which are gener
ally in far greater
demand,
are
marked up as
much as 33 per
cent o f their
market
value,
according to the
report.
One
major
factor contribut“This semester was awful,” ing to price increases is the CDs or
Eriksen said. “The cheapest book 1 supplemental booklets packaged
got cost $20.”
with new textbooks. Fublishers
Eriksen is getting frustrated as told
the
Ciovernment
she spends more money on books Accountability Office that they
each semester and her student loans invested heavily to develop those
pile up.
supplements in response to instruc
“It’s just not necessary,” Eriksen tors’ requests.

Freshmen in 2003-04 paid an
average o f $898 per year for
textbooks. That means students
pay more than $28 per week
for books.

In addition, publishers told the
oftice that the number of revised
editions has increased over the
years, but that it currently
remained stable. When an instruc
tor requires the newest edition of a
textbook for a class, students are
forced to buy the new, more
expensive book rather than older,
used editions.
Patricia Schroeder, president and
CEC") of the American Association
of Publishers, wrote a letter to the
Government Accountability Oflice
to criticize the report.
The report uses “inaccurate and
misleading data,” Schroeder wrote,
and its tone suggests bias against
new textbook purchases.
“We believe that this report is
being rushed to completion due to
deadline pressures,” Schroeder
wrote. She urged the office to cre
ate a “more balanced and represen
tative report” that took into
account the AAP’s own efforts to
get textbooks into students’ hands
even if they can’t afford full prices.

C onnectEdu designed to equalize œ l l ^ admissions game
Irene C hen
D ro w n D a il y H e r a l ij (B r o w n U .)

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — The
college admissions process is often
associated with the pressure of
deadlines and emotional decision
making. Craig Powell ’01, founder
and president o f ConnectEdu, is
looking to make this process more
efficient, if not less stressful.
ConnectEdu is an online pro
gram that allows counselors, stu
dents and parents to communicate
and organize their applications.
Students can do everything from
uploading their college essays to
checking the status of financial aid
applications. Guidance counselors
can also look online to check the
status o f their students’ applications
to various schools.
ConnectEdu opened up its first
office on Waterman Street in 1998.
“We started with 200 families of
differing socioeconomic back
grounds and watched and learned,”
Powell said. ConnectEdu has since
relocated and expanded into high
schools in 35 states and as well as
schools in C'anada and the District
of C'olumbia.
Powell said he believes the
admissions process benefits from
the streamlining his company pro
vides.
“We’ve taken a decades-old
process and modernized it,” Powell
said. When students apply to more
than five or so schools, “that adds
up to a lot of paperwork,” he
added.
“Admissions is an industry with
a tremendous communications
problem, and we can use technolo
gy and help students make better
decisions,” he said.
Powell said C'onnectEdii makes
the process more efficient in three
ways. First, it enables “guidance
counselors to move out of an
administrative mode back into
counseling,” he said. It also helps
parents find information and serves
to “empower students in a format
that is useful for them.”
Before designing the program,
Powell evaluated what he perceives
as the shortcomings of the existing
admissions process.

Even forms that are submitted
online are “eventually printed out”
in many cases, Powell said. When
offices process forms, this can also
lead to errors. “Transcripts are re
keyed once they reach the admis
sions office, which leads to a statis
tic of something like 16 percent
errors made in this transition.”
Powell first came up with the
idea for ConnectEdu while he was
an undergraduate at Brown.
“The genesis of it was born out
of my own experience — or lack
thereof — of how whimsical the
process is for students,” Powell said.
He had previously created a
company called Ivy Tutor, which
sent tutors into the homes of
Providence students to offer oneon-one sessions. Much of the
money from this project went
tow’ard paying for tutoring ser
vices, but profits also allowed the
company to provide free tutoring
to students and their families.

Powell said he was struck by
how focused families were on the
college admissions process, even
when children were still in middle
school.
“I saw early on what a cumber
some and emotional process apply
ing for colleges was,” Powell said.
The company is “predominantly
funded” by Brown alums, accord
ing to Powell, who referred to it as
“a very Brown-esque idea.”
The Providence Public School
District is one of a growing num
ber of school districts that have
begun the process o f integrating
ConnectEdu into their schools.
Hope High School served as a pilot
for the district.
“Hope High School is the
first(in the district) to implement
the program, they’re actually the
ones who proposed it to the school
district,” said Brian Baldizar, special
assistant to PPSD Superintendent
Donnie Evans. “O ther schools are

you never knov

Voted SLO s
Best Pizza
18 times!

you9t

just starting to train their staff, and
we hope that these schools will
soon have the program as well.”
According to Lynn Harrigan, a
guidance counselor at Hope High,
ConnectEdu particularly benefits
“students (who) don’t have as
much home support when it
comes to applying to colleges.”
Baldizar said the program
increases students’ access to tech
nological resources frequently used
during the admissions process,
thereby countering disadvantages
stemming from high rates of pover
ty in the city.
“A majority of our families don’t
have access to technology outside
the school,” Baldizar said. A large
percentage of students at Hope
High “are on some sort of assisted
meal plan, which means that
Providence has a high poverty
rate,” Baldizar said. The ability of
ConnectEdu to simplify the
process of applying for financial aid

+» tee.

“definitely helps the students who
need aid the most,” he added.
Harrigan said the program “is
definitely a step forward.”
“ I have approximately 72
seniors, and 1 can just send out one
e-mail to my entire group of stu
dents, reminding about their dead
lines,” Harrigan said. “This works
in reverse as well — my students
find it a lot easier to e-mail me
about questions they have.”
Powell
said
he
believes
ConnectEdu helps make the
admissions process seem less daunt
ing to students who might not
proactively seek out support.
“We need to make sure that
every kid in America can have a
series of interactions with their
counselors to help build a relation
ship with them,” he said. “Those
with initiative are the ones who
show
up
at
my
door.
Unfortunately, not many students
are proactive.”
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Oakland one win away
from ALCS after 5-2 win
M ark Kotsay hit a tw o-run,
inside-the-park hom e run for
the As, w ho lead the ALDS 2-0.
Dave Cam pbell
ASSOl lAIM) I'KI SS

HENRY RAY ABRAMS ASS(x:iATEi)

p r e ss

New York Mets catcher Paul Lo Duca, right, lags out Los Angeles Dodgers right fielder J.D. Drew at home
plate In the second inning of the first game of the National League Division Series at Shea Stadium in New
York on Wednesday. Drew was I for 4 with two strikeouts in the Dodgers’ 6-5 loss.

Dodgers
continued from page 16

on the mound for the wild-card
Dodgers against 2y0-game winner
Tom Glavine. Kuo pitched six
shutout innings at Shea Stadium on
Sept. 8 for his only major league win.
“We haven’t quit all season long,
especially these last couple months,”
Los Angeles manager Cirady Little
said. “We’ll keep coming at you.”
The Mets started a rookie of their
own in the opener after Orlando
Hernandez tore a muscle in his right
calf while jogging in the outfteld

Tuesday. He is expected to miss the
entire postseason.
Already without injured ace Pedm
Martinez, New York scrambled
Tuesday night to find a healthy, rested
starter and picked Maine, an after
thought in the offseason trade that
sent Kris Benson to Baltimore for
reliever Jorge Julio.
The 25-year-old Maine went 6-5
with a 3.60 ERA for the NL East
champions, who tied the crosstown
Yankees for the best record in base
ball at 97-65.
Yet he probably would have been
left out of the playoft' rotation alto
gether if Martinez hadn’t gone down.

“My nerves I think were worse in
the second inning than they were in
the first,” Maine said. “It wasn’t too
bad.”
Lifted with a 2-1 lead in the fifth,
Maine got a break on a bizarre play
when the Dodgers had two runners
cut down at home plate in the sec
ond.
With two on and none out, rook
ie Russell Martin hit an oppositefield drive off the ba.se of the rightfield wall.
But Jeff Kent hesitated at second
base, apparently thinking the ball
might be caught, and got an
extremely late jump.

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS WOMAN?
CEA Regional Consultant

Look for Kristi Hanratty, CEA Regional Consultant on your
campus. She will be available to answer your questions and
find a study abroad program that fits your major, budget, and
academic schedule.

Studying abroad is for everyone!
Study abroad is more than a travel adventure, it is a journey
of academic and personal growth that should not be missed.
CEA's wide range of programs make study abroad possible
for everyone!

When: Friday, October 6th (10am -2pm )
Where: Dexter Lawn
Can’t Make it?
Visit us online, or call 1-800-266-4441 to speak to one
of our knowledgeable CEA Advisors

AuveChat
Get Answers Onlir>e From a CEA Advisor

IMaying it safe? Not Torii
Hunter’s style.That's why he has five
(iold Cdoves.
Trying to make a tougli eateh
right after his Minnesota teammates
tied the game with baek-to-baek
home runs. Hunter missed — and
Oakland took advantage.
Mark Kotsay eireled the bases for
a two-run, inside-the-park homer
after Hunter’s ill-advised dive for a
sinking line drive, lifting the
Athletics over the Twins 5-2 on
Wednesday for a 2-0 lead in their
first-round playoff series.
“It was the worst feeling in the
world. You can’t do anything about

it,” said Hunter, who blamed him
self for the defeat.
The A’s handled the Boof —
Bonser. that is — and here’s the
truth: CXikland has arrived at yet
another eliininatimi game. 1 he
perennial playoff underperformers
are 0 - 9 in those since 2 0 0 0 . losing
four straight first-round scries.
“This team knows what to do,"
said Erie (diavez, a regular on all
four of tlu>se clubs. “We're liardnosed baseball players that like to
play the game. 1 don’t think any
body here, regardless if they’ve been
in this pc'sition, is going to take
Game 3 lightly.”
The series shifts west Friday, with
Twins right-hander Brad Radke
taking his broken shoulder socket to
the mound for possibly the final
appearance of his 12-year career.
Dan Harén, in his first postseason
start, will pitch for Oakland.

Russa to bean a couple of Mets for
celebrating home runs if things don’t
go his way.
continued from page 16
Pujols will be fun to watch, so will
Mariano Rivera (34 saves, 0.81 ERA
in postseason) to shut it down in the La Russa, but it will not be enough
to get the Clards past a talented young
ninth.
How the Yankees do will depend Mets team. Mets four games, Pujols
on how much they can get out of two. On to the first Subway Series
Randy Johnson, if he pitches at all. since 2(MM).
The A’s are hungry, but the Yankees
World Series: Yankees vs. Mets
are too, having not won a World
Somebody needs to get the Padres
Series in six years (must be nice).
and
Astros together (we know nei
It will come down to who will
make more clutch hits and any team ther will be busy); this series could
with 1)erek Jeter on it will have the use the whole Piazza/ Clemens
edge
in
that
department. shenanigans.
The Yanks will play the team that
Nonetheless, it will be an entertain
ing series. Expect some bizarre plays they last won the Fall Classic against.
and standard late-inning heroics. I just hope the Mets give Darryl
Don’t be surprised if Jose CCanseco Strawberry and Doc (ioiKlen tickets,
tries to make a start or two in left they deserve them, and it might keep
field. When it’s all said and done the them out of trouble.
Pitching w'ill matter in this one,
Yankees squeak by in a seven-game
thriller that ever>’one will remember. but only in later innings (see: Rivera).
I’m really hoping these turn in to 12Yankees win, 4-3.
10 absolute slugf'ests, which would be
NLCS: New York Mets (97-65) great because I have no reason to p.iy
attention to this series. Such is the
vs. St. Louis Cardinals (83-78)
The Chants struggled down the case when you aa* a Chants fan.
Defense won't really matter
strotch and Imiked moro like a team
that didn’t want to get beat in the because of the amount of extra-base
World Series again. The Mets have hits in the series.
The e r a ’s will be bloated on
cruised as of late, but are still the most
both
sides, and it will be the highest
talented team in the National League
scoring World Series in histors'.
on paper.
The usual Jeteroics will be in full
The Mets have used a perfect mix
of veterans and youth all year. The effect, and expect a gixxl series ftt>m
C'.ards are primarily a veteran team, Mets thial baseman David Wright.
It will be a ginxl World Series, but
with a couple of guys (namely Jim
I’ll
take the Bombers.The a*ason: it’s
Edmonds, who is getting old, and Jeff
WtMver, who pitches like he’s old) in .1 win-win for me. I pick the winner.
s.iy “I told you so," and the Yankees
the twilight of their caroers.
Bitching is pretty even — both don’t win another World Series for
starts aro solid, although the Mets aa* six years.
Or, the>’ lose and I can say I picked
going to miss Bedai Martinez. Both
lineups have a lot of pop; I would them to provide the proverbial
give the Mets the edge because of “media prognostication jinx” (not
their speed and ability to put pressure sure if that exists, hut it sounds gi>od).
on the ('ards. However, don’t be sur I'll take the Yankees in six games, 4-2,
prised if Albert I’ujols has a monster with A-Rod winning MVP honors.
series and puts St. Louis on his over Because when wii make $25 million
a year, you deserve a little extra
sized back for a couple of games.
Expect C:.mls manager Tony La something.

Predictions

2CEA
Global Education Solutions'
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Video: $70
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Football
continued from page 16

UC Davis.The Mustangs’attendance
record (9,387) came against the
Aggies in 2<M)4.
The game itself is shaping up to be
a classic battle of offense versus
defense.
UC' 1)avis quarterback Jon Cirant
IS si.xth in Divisuin 1-AA in passing
yards per game (261) and the Aggies
lead the Great West Football
CA)iiference in first downs per game
(20..S).

Meanwhile, C'al Poly has the top-

15

S ports
Johnny

ranked scoring defense among 117
Division 1-AA teams, allowing just
8.2 points per game.
C'al Poly senior middle linebacker
Kyle Shotwell has 53 tackles (29
solo), freshman defensive end Ryan
Shotwell has 29 tackles and 4.5 sacks
and senior strong safety Randy
Samuel has three interceptions.
Ryan Shotwell has rung up two
sacks in each of the last two games,
including a pair against Division 1-A
San Jose State in a 17-7 loss Sept. 23.
“That’s extraordinary for a guy his
age, because he’s just a shadow' of
what he will be,” Ellerson said of
Ryan Shotwell.

www.mustangdaily.net |

continued from page 16

homes and are all spread around the
southern United States. McElrathbey
lived with coaches in high school; this
kept him out of trouble and forced
him to focus on football and school.
McElrathbey has given his brother
hope and opportunity’, but by no
means without sacrifice.
While most of his teammates are
dating and going out on the week
ends after games, McElrathbey says
dinner and a movie with his bmther
is about as crazy as it gets.
McElrathbey has given up the chance

Sbe Nciv fiork Slnu0
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ACROSS
33 Have the blues 61 Capt. Holmes of
“From Here to
34 Book by
1 Lotion letters
Eternity”
Madonna
4 Cross against
Suds
35 Soup vegetables
traffic, e g
... and a hint to
Entree eaten
8 Sole support'^
20-,
30-,
45and
with
a spoon
12 Falsehood
52-Across
64
Eddie's
Beverly
14 Item for a travel 38___-relief
Hills
cop
bag
40 Leftovers
65 Like some wine
15 Czarist noble
41 Ice formations
17 Lab gel
45 Funnel-shaped
DOWN
18 The vi/ay I see
flowers
1
Bread and
it ..."
47 Interchangeable
butter, e g.
19
______ Arthur ofunit
Where
“Bewitched"
48 Man Friday
swimsuits may
20 Seven-time
49 Hip home
be worn
Wimbledon
50
Calendar
abbr
Freight train unit
winner
51 Manhattan
Army
chore
23 Fish story
chaser'^
Mighty
mites
24 Commercial
52 Chef Auguste
resin
Beef cut
Escoffler
25 How-dos
Ticket info,
creations
maybe
26 Escape
56 Fractional part*?
punishment
Kicks around
58 Place for a
28 Canine's coat
Silver of the
warp and a
screen
heddle
30 Outward
appearances
59 Middle sax?
10 The Wizard of
Oz” event
32 Noodle on a
60 “Steppenwolf
author
banjo
11 Home of
Canada's mam
naval base
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Q Q BBD B
“House"
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to have the college life that most star
athletes enjoy.
He has given his brother a chance
in life that wouldn’t have been possi
ble if'this 20-year-old didn’t act more
like 50.
“My pastor told me it’s the Lord
wanting to slow me down. I’ll take it
as that,” he said.
The NCAA worked very closely
with the Atlantic Coast Conference
and Clemson and finally granted
McElrathbey a special waiver for this
very unique situation. The waiver
grants McElrathbey the ability to
receive special benefits unlike all
other student athletes.
Before this ruling, the NC'AA was
penalizing McElrathbey, a young man
who epitomized everything they
want their collegiate athletes to rep
resent.
They finally made the right deci
sion and should be praised for helping

out McElrathbey, who is doing the
right thing. McElrathbey should be a
role model to all young aspiring ath
letes.
With many collegiate athletes
making headlines these days for neg
ative reasons, it’s refreshing to see a
young man like McElrathbey repre
senting his school and football team
with such class and dignity.
The offense has even named a pla>
after Fahmarr and all McElrathbey’s
teammates have embraced him as the
team’s little brother.
If you check the box score in
Cdemson’s dominant 31-0 victors
against Louisiana Tech last weekend,
you’ll see that McElrathbey only had
one tackle. He may not be an elite
player on the field just yet, but oft the
field, he has tackled a life-size prob
lem and is an All-American in m\
book.
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H an n ah B rabb led the
M ustangs w ith a sixth-place
individual finish.
Sl'O R IS INFORMAriCW RF.POlU

48

C'al Poly, 14 strokes behind the
leader after the first two rounds of
play Tuesday, settled for fourth place
in the Wolf Pack Invitational hosted
by the Universits’ of Nevada on
Wednesday at the D’Andrea Country

|5?
56

Poly women’s golf fourth at
Viblf Pack Invitational
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33 “Look!," in Lima
36 River through
Tours
37 Place to hang
one’s hat
38 Bugs in a
garage
39 Whatever else
you may say

Two weeks after earning its first
42 Had a street
fight
43 Bad winner
44 Picking up
signals
45 Scam, modernstyle
46 Certain heir
47 Mustang or
impala, e.g

49 It may get
charged or get
charges
53 “Paper Lion"
star, 1968
54 Cajole
55 Test site
57 Orlando-toMiami dir

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/leaming/xwords
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women’s golf tournament victory in
two years, capturing the Northern
Arizona
University
Mountain
Shootout by 11 strokes, C'al Poly fin
ished 28 stmkes behind team champi
on Nevada with a four-person 948
total on the par-72, 6,(144-yard
course.
Hannah Brabb, one stroke off the
lead held by five golfers luesdax,
remained in sixth place in the final
individual standings. She carded a 78
Wednesday for a 54-hole 231 total.
SIX strokes behind individual winner
Nicole deCiennaro of Nevada.
DeCiennaro carded a final-round
73 for a nine-over-par 225 totil, fol
lowed by Therese Nilsson of Lamar
with a 73 and a 227 total and Lesan
Gouge of Texas-San Antonio and
Melanie DeLeon of Nevada, both
with 228 totals.
Cial Poly’s Elsie Walker finished in a
tie for 13th place after an 84
Wednc'sday for a 237 total while
Jessica Huss carded a final-round 7(>
for a 238 total and 16th place.
Other Cal Poly scorers were
Allison Wing, who finished in a tie for
24th place; and Maddy Fletcher, who
finished in 35th place.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
I
,

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain,
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549 7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Part Time Web Person
Skilled in Photoshop retouching,
FTP , web design to help
photographer to create new
website. See davidschoen.com
and call (805) 471-0875

HELP WANTED
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Make $12-15/ hr. Must work at
least 3 shifts, 20 - 25 hrs/ wk.
Some late nights. Must have
no more than 2 points on DMV
record, and provide DMV printout
w/ application. Pick up application
at Woodstock’s, 1000 Higuera St.
Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
. Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 805-549-7570

HELP WANTED

RENTAL HOUSING

Avila Valley Barn is now hiring
energetic, friendly people for:
- Produce stock clerks
- Ice cream shop
- Cashier
Apply in person:
560 Avila Beach Dr.
1/2 mile off 101 on
Avila Beach Or.

Room for Rent
Large Room in LO. fireplace, bath,
patio, wood floor, storage, etc.
500$ month + 1/2 utillities
brenthaworth(i>netzero.net
(805) 528-4679

Want to get the word out about
your club, fraternity, or sorority?
classifleds9mustangdaily.net

HOMES FOR SALE

SHOUT OUTS

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes .com

Kappa Alpha Theta is so excited
to welcome their best
pledge class yet!!!

Assistant in fast paced real estate
office in SLO. High energy, great
attitude, presistence and some
computer skills are what we’re
looking for. Part-time ok but need
mornings mainly. No experience
required. Fax resume to 544 2837
attn Karin/ Hal (805) 781-3750
MODELS for Art. Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875

FOR SALE
Reptile/amphibian stuff for sale.
Very cheap! (408) 821-6253

Need housing? Then put in an ad!
Call: (805) 756-1143 or
classifieds(®mustangdaily.net

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount www.skydlvetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

ANOUNCEMENTS
Omega Xi Delta Dodgeball Need we say more? Thurs,
Oct. 5 Admin Prking Lot @ 7pm

Happy Birthday Lyzette!
I <3 Megan Wong!!!

- Jackie

Congratulations to the Cal Poly
Football Team! Go Mustangs!
Looking for someone to travel back
in time with. Weapons may help.
(408) SEXY-BAK

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Amanda's Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Poly football team’s wait to
face U C Davis alm ost over

16

Ifl

Cal Poly has been eyeing a
rematch with UC Davis since
losing 20-13 last year.
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY

After its 18-14 win over Southern
Utah in the Hall of Fame Game on
Sept. 30, it was as if the C'al Poly foot
ball team was ready to put the hel
mets back on and play four more
quarters.
The reason?
UG Davis IS coming to town.
“That’s the biggest game of the
year,” C'al Poly sophomore wide
receiver Tretlale Tolver said. “We’ve
been waiting a full year for that
rematch. That’s our rivalry game.”
Tolver and the Mustangs (4-1),
who are ranked No. 5 in The Sports
Network’s Division 1-AA poll, will
finally get that opportunity Saturday
when the 16th-ranked Aggies (2-2)
visit Alex G. Spanos Stadium.
The 32nd installment of the
Horseshoe Classic will look much
dilTerent than last year’s edition,
which U (' Davis won 20-13 in
Davis. Last year, C'al Poly’s Matt
llrennan was making his first start at
quarterback and the Mustangs were
without injured star tailback James
Noble. Both were freshmen.
Now, Walter Payton Awan.1 candi
date Ntible and the steadily impmving Brennan hope to give the
Mustangs their first win over the
Aggies since an 18-14 triumph in
2(M»3.
UC' 1)avis has a 16-13-2 edge in
the all-time serit's, which began in
1939 but did not become an annual
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Cal Poly sophomore slotback Ernie Cooper (12), shown against Fort Lewis on Sept. 2, and the Mustangs
will be looking to avenge last years 20-13 loss to UC Davis at 6 p.m. Saturday at Alex G. Spanos Stadium.
event until 1978.
“1 think it’s always on the map,”
Cal Poly tree safety Kenny C'hicoine
said. “It’s always one of our goals at
the beginning of the season — to
beat 1)avis — because that’s the rival
ry game.”
The Aggies have won three of the
past four matchups, including a 36-33
thriller in 2(K)4 in San Luis Obispo
that some analysts considered the best
game of the year in Division 1-AA.
C'al Poly, which has three home
games tfom Sept. 30 to Oct. 21, has a
bye Oct. 14.

M ets take fiist
gam e fix)m
D odgers, 6-5
Derek Lowe gave up four
earned runs in 5 1-3 innings
for Los Angeles.
Mike Fitzpatrick
ASSLXTATEI) PRESS

C'arlos Delgado hammered the
ball all over the field in his playoff
debut. David Wright also delivered,
and the pitching-depleted New York
Mets looked like CTctober regulars
during their first postseason game
since 2(KX).
Minus two top starters, the Mets
capitalized on a wild baserunning
blunder by Los Angeles and a per
fectly respectable performance fix>m
emergency replacement John Maine
in a 6-.5 victory Wednesday over the
Dodgers.
Billy Wagner closed Cíame 1 of
this NL series for his first postseason
save, fanning Nomar Cíarciaparra

with a runner on second for the final
out.
“A lot of guys have been waiting
for this time in their life, and 1 think
everybody stepped up today,” said
34-year-old catcher Paul Lo Duca,
another newcomer to the playoff;.
Playing in the first postseason
game of his 14-year career, Delgado
had four hits, a mammoth homer and
the go-ahead RBI in the seventh
inning.
Wright drove in three runs, help
ing the Mets jump ahead in the bestof-five series.
“1 was very excited,” Delgado said.
“1 had butterflies in my stomach the
first couple inning?;. I was saying,
‘Whoa, what is going on here?’ But 1
was able to kind of control my emo
tions and just go out and play.”
Ciame 2 is Thursday night, with
rookie left-hander Hong-Cihih Kuo
see Dodgers, page 14

“That will be a great thing because
we understand we have the (UC'
1)avis) game and then we go into our
bye week and have a great opportu
nity to rest,” Cdiicoine s.iid.
C;al Poly head coach Rich Ellerson
said he has been looking forward to
the UC' 1)avis game “since the final
gun” against Southern Utah.
Both schools carry a pmud football
tradition.
UC' 1)avis is the alma mater of for
mer New York jets quarterback Ken
C)’Brien, who threw for 25,(W4 yards
and 128 touchdowns in a 10-year

NFL career.
C!al Poly is the alma mater of Hall
of Fame Oakland Raiders head coach
John Madden, former USC' head
coach Ted Tollner and former NFL
general manager Bobby Beathard.
Although that rich history' might
not matter come Saturday, it sets the
table for a high-profile game that will
be monitored around the country by
those at both the Division 1-A and 1AA levels.
Two of the top four cmwds at C]al
Poly home games have come against
see Football, page 15

COMMENTARY

End result: Yanks
w ill edge M ets in
Subss^y Series
Devan McCIaine
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Ah, October is here.
If you are a sports fan, Chrismias
has come early.The NFL sea.son is in
its infancy and the Major League
Baseball Playoff; have just begun the
long march to the World Series. For
your reading pleasure, the Mustang
Daily has decided to give you a play
off preview of the upcoming
American and National league
championship series and the World
Series — with a twist.
Teams in those series have already
been predicted. Read on, and enjoy.
ALCS: Oakland A’s (93-69) vs.
New York Yankees (97-65)
The baseball incarnation of Star
Wars — will the empire strike back
and head to the Fall Clas.sic? Or will

CTakland general manager Billy
Beane and his council of underpaid
Jedi finally get the best of the
Emperor’s...eh,
Steifibrenner’s
Yanks?
You know the A’s want this match
up, especially after the heartbreak of
being eliminated by the Yankees in
2(KK) and 2001. The Yanks come in
with the highest payroll in ba.seball at
more than $198 million while the
A’s continue to thrive with a paltry
$63 million.
The two are a study in contrast —
the Yanks spend like Larry Flint, the
A’s like Larry the Cable Guy. New
York has a cast of mature veterans;
the A’s have players that frequent the
same bars that 1 do.
The A’s have the edge in pitching
this year, but the Yankees still have
see Predictions, page 14

In this world there are two types
of people — the ones who lead and
those who follow.
People are drawn to these special
individuals that lead because they
have that something that everyone
else doesn’t. This is true in every
aspect of life, whether it’s innovative
businessmen such as Bill Gates fight
ing AIDS in Africa or men like
Martin Luther King Jr. helping to
pave the way for the civil rights
movement.
Bottom line is these people are
known as heroes and inspire because
they have that special something.
There is no better example of
these types of individuals than in the
world of sports — John Wooden,
Lance Armstrong, Pat Tillman, and
Ray Ray McElrathbey.
All of those names pnibably ring a
bell except the last one. That’s at least
until you here the story of
McElrathbey.
McElrathbey is a redshirt fresh
man cornerback for the No. 15
(Teinson Tigers football team, but by
no means is he your typical studentathlete.
In mid-summer McElrathbey
made a decision to adopt his 11-year
old biXYther Fahmarr and was grant
ed custody because his parents were
deemed incapable of caring for him.
“My mother is a recovering
addict. Well, she’s trying to recover,”
McElrathbey said. “She was addicted
to crack cocaine, and my father has a
few gambling problems and lives in
LasVegxs.”
Before McElrathbey adopted his
brother, his typical day consisted of
lifting, breakfast, class, films, practice,
dinner and then he would try to
squeeze in some homework. Now
on top of that already existing sched
ule he has to meet with guidance
counselors, sign off on his brother’s
school work, and make sure there is
nutritious food in the house.
Did I mention McElrathbey just
turned 20?
Because of NCAA rules,
McElrathbey could not receive help
fixiin the coaches or anyone else in
the community monetarily. Even
people from the University of South
Carolina, Clemson’s bitter rival,
offered to do anything to help
McElrathbey out.
It was this type of response and
support that makes you proud to call
yourself an American. The NCAA
still said no.
“As a brother, it was still me first.
As a parent, it’s him first,”
McElrathbey said. “Before, I would
do anything for me, now I have to
do stuff for him — I come second.”
McElrathbey has seven brothers
and sisters, but because of his parents’
problems, they all grew up in foster
see Johnny, page 15

